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1. INTRODUCTION 
In control theory, sometimes, the study of the attainable sets for the system 
i(r) = f(x(O,u(t)), l.4 E u, 
is done by studying the attainable set of the family of vector fields 
that is the attainable sets of the control system using piecewise constant control functions. 
From another point of view, it is sometimes useful to study the attainable sets of the 
multivalued differential equation 
44 E W(O) = cf(x(o~w~. 
These sets, always contain the attainable sets of the control system using piecewise 
constant control functions, but in general are not equivalent. We want to see under which 
conditions it is possible to compare these sets; that is, first of all, under which conditions 
the closure of the sets in the two cases are equal. Second of all, we want to compare the 
interiors of these sets and look at for the consequences from the point of view of the 
local controllability properties. 
Let 
2. DENSITY RESULTS 
i(r) = f(x(r),u(r)), x(O) = x0, x(t) E R”, u(r) E U c R”’ 
be an autonomous control system. 
Then, the family D of vector fields is defined by 
and the uttuinoble set nt time t, from x0, is defined as the set 
A(xo,t,D) = {x : x = Xir 0 **a 0 X;l(x,),~ ti = t, ti 2 o}, 
i=l 
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where Xji is the one parameter group generated by the field X’ E D. The uttuinahle set 
in the interval [O,t] is the set 
A(xo,Wl,D) = U A(x,T,D). 
OSTSEI 
and the attainable set is the set 
A(x,,D) = U A(x,,t,D). 
tZZ0 
From the other point of view, given the multivalued differential problem 
i(t) E F-(x(r)) = ~(x(r),u)), 40) = .x09 
we define as nttainable set at rime t, the set 
A(xo,t,O = {x(f) : .i(~) E F(x(T)) a.e., x(0) = x0} 
and in a similar way as before we define A(.ro,[O,tl,F) and A(.r,,F). A trivial example 
shows that in general the two representations are not equivalent: 
X(r) = x(t)u(r); x E R, u E R, x0 = 0. 
It is immediately obvious that 
A(O,t,D) = (0) Vt > 0 
and 
A(O,t,Q = R, Vt > 0. 
Let now, consider the following hypothesis on the function 
f: A x V+ R”, 
an open set in Rn, U C R”: 
(i) x + f(_r,u) is a C’ map, r 2 1. 
(ii) f(x,u) is a local Lipschitz map, uniformly in U. 
(iii) u((x, U)} is a bounded set for every x E A. 
Obviously, if iJ is finite (i) + (ii). In this hypothesis F is a Hausdorff Lipschitz 
multivalued map. In what follows, we do not consider the multivalued differential equa- 
tion x(r) E F(x(r)), but rather the equation i(t) E clcoF(x(t)), (clcoA = closure of the 
convex hull of the set A). This is because, in analogy to the linear case, we want to show 
that the convexification of the set of velocities does not change the local controllability 
properties. Subject to the conditions stated above, it is possible to show 
THEOREM 1 Ill. 
CL4 (.rorr ,clcoF) = CL4 (.u,,t ,D), 
cL4(x,,[O,t],clcoF) = cLl(.r,,[O,t],D), 
cL4 (x,,clcoF) = cl/t (x,,, D). 
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These results do not ensure that we can preserve the local controllability properties 
if we pass from one representation to the other, but, 
A(x,,,clcoF) = A(x,,D) = I&, 
n~llere M,, is u C’ submcrn$dd. 
We now give two simple examples of application of these results to control theory [ 11. 
Let us consider the system 
34 = .f(x(t),u(O), 
where 
.f‘ : A x K -+ R”, A C R * open set, K C R”. a compact. convex set such that 
.f‘(.~;) : K + R” is an affine map V .Y E A and 
f(*,u) : A --, R” is a Lipschitz map V II E K, 
that is .f‘(s,~) = .f;(.\-) + ,f;(s)(u), where ,f;(.r) E L(R”‘,R”). Then. from Theorem 1 we get 
clA(%,M(K)) = clA(xO,C(extK)) 
and 
clA(-%,T,M(K)) = clA(x,,T,C(extK)), 
where M(K) is the set of measurable control functions with values in K and C(extK) is 
the set of piecewise constant control functions with values on the extremal points of the 
convex set K. Moreover, if Theorem 2 holds, we get 
where C’(K) is the set of piecewise constant control functions with values on K. If, 
furthermore, we consider.f’(.r,O) = 0, and K is a symmetric set. then [ll 
A(xmWK)) = A(x,,C(extK)). 
In this example, .f is a linear function with respect to II; we consider, now, another 
example where ,f is not linear (in general) with respect to II. Given 
f: A x K-+ R”, 
A C R” open set, K C Rm compact set, suppose that 
f(x;) : K-* R” 
is a continuous map, and that the family of vector fields 
DC*) = {&I(-) = f(-,u), u E K} 
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satisfies the condition to be uniformly Lipschitz with respect to u. Suppose, furthermore, 
that 
is a convex set (this assumption is only for sake of simplicity), then 
clA(xo,M(K)) = clA(x,,C(K)) 
and 
clA(xo,t.M(K)) = clA(x,,t,C(K)). 
If, as before, Theorem 2 holds then [ 11 
A(xo,WK)) = A(xo,C(K)). 
3. INTERIORS OF ATTAINABLE SETS 
These obtained, are results on the closure of the attainable sets. Now, we want to 
compare, if it is possible, the interiors of the attainable sets in different representations. 
To do this we need a further hypothesis on f. In what follows we replace the condition 
(i) on f with the new condition (i’) x + f(~ ,I() is an analytic map. With this condition, D 
is an analytic family of vector fields. Given the family D we consider the Lie algebra 
J(D), generated by D. It is known [21 that if we consider a point _ro E RR, the maximal 
integral manifold I z0, of the Lie algebra J(D) has the same dimension of J(D)(.u,), and, 
if dimJ(D)(xo) = n then intA(xo,lO,tl,D) is dense in A(x,,[O,rl,D). It is also possible to 
show that in our hypothesis [3] 
A(~o,UM,clcoO c ho. 
Using this result it is possible to show 
THEOREM 3 [41. 
intA(x,,[O,r],clcoF) 
A consequence of this result is that if 
C intA(x,,[O,t + EI,D) V E > 0. 
then 
x0 E intA(x,,[O,r],D), V t > 0 
0 E clcoF(x,). 
If we want to consider the attainable set at time t, we must consider the algebra Jo(D), 
introduced in [21, and defined by 
JIX + [Xi,P](n),C Ji = 0, n E 9 
I 
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where [Xi,Xj](“) is the Lie bracket of order II and Jo(D) is an ideal of J(D). Two fun- 
damental results related to Jo(D) are [23 
(a) if dimJo = II, then intA(x,,,t,D) is dense in A(s,,,r,D); 
(b) din-Jo(D) is constant on the maximal integral manifold I&, of Jo(D) through a point 
?’ E A(s,,r,D). 
In these hypotheses on f we also obtain [51 
A(x,,t,clcoF) C 1:,. 
To prove this result we need the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4 [51. Suppose that dimJo = p, 0 < p 5 n. Then V x E A there exists 
u neighborhood V, and o system of coordinates defined in slrch a neighborhood, srrch 
tliiit, h*ith respect to rllis system 11.e hu\.e 
w-4 = (XXX,, . . . .x,>, . .. J$(XI,. . . rX,,)rx;+,(XP+lr~. . J,), . . . ,X$x,+,, . . .x,)) 
bather-e the lust n-p coordinates do not depend,fiom the field Xi E D. 
This result is similar to a result obtained by Krener [6]. We want to note that when 
applied to the linear case, this result gives the classical Kalman’s decomposition theorem. 
The preceding results permit to us to show the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5 [51. Vy E intA(,u,,t,clcoF), 3 E, > 0, SI& tht $0 < E < E, 
y E intA(x,,t+~,D). 
As consequences of these results on the attainable sets we get some results on local 
controllability. 
THEOREM 6. Jfso E int4(xo[0,t],D)f or ellery t > 0, then 0 E clcoF(x,). 
THEOREM 7. [f‘O E clcoF(x,,) then dimI, = dimI( 
From these observations we get 
THEOREM 8. x0 E inti (xo,t,D), V t > 0, #‘and only if-x,, E int,4 (x,,,t,clcoF), V t > 0. 
THEOREM 9 [4]. x0 E inti(s,,[O,tl,D), V t > 0, ifand on/y ifs0 E intA(x,,,t,D), V f > 
0; if, _fi/rthermore 0 f intcoF(x,), tllerl x0 E intA(x,,t,D), V t > 0. 
Let D be a finite family of analytic vector fields and suppose that such a family let a 
contirzuousIq baltrnced one [71, we get the following corollary: 
Corollun 1 [3]. Let D = {XI, . . . ,X,} be a continuously balanced finite family of 
analytic vector fields. If dimJ(D)(s,,) = n, then x,, E intA (x,,t,D) for every t > 0. 
As a last argument, we want to know in which conditions we have local controllability. 
For multivalued differential equations, sufficient conditions can be found in Blagodat- 
skikih [8] and in Grasse and Zecca [91. If D is a finite family of vector fields, sufficient 
conditions are given by Sussmann [lo]. We want to give here a necessary condition. Let 
D be a finite family of analytic vector fields and let us suppose that 0 E coD(xO), then 
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there exists a unique subspace L(.u,,D) C-R” of maximum dimension, with the property 
that 
Let .S = {X, X E D : X(x,) E L(.rn,D)>. 
THEOREM IO [51. Let IIS con.ridrr the Lie rrlgehra J(S), getrercrted />_I, S, trnti let 
dimJ(.S)(x,) = p < n. A necessary condition jar 
x0 E intA(x,,[O,r],@, V r > 0 
is 
J(s)(xo) n co{ X(x,), X E D\ u} # 0. 
This theorem was proved by Sussmann in the case J(S)(.vo) = O,[lO]. From this theorem 
we get the following corollary: 
Co~-o/ltr~~ 2. If dimJ(S)(.ro) = II and if there exists a neighborhood V, of _yo. such that 
for every X E S there exists 0 < k I 1 for which -kX(.r) E coF(.u) for every 
.Y E V So’ then _ro E intA(.ro,t,D) for every t > 0. 
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